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Supplies Used: 
Provo Craft 
Cricut imagine more cartridge 
Imagine Cricut Machine 
Cricut 
Accent Essentials  
 

Other Materials 
1/3 yard of fabric 
12x18 inch lace 
Heat gun 
Stickles 
Prima flower 
12x12 piece of satin type fabric 
Prima trim 
Jean shorts 
Glass gems 
Swarovski crystals clear 
Pink shimmer elastic 
Plain fabric 
Poly acrylic clear coat 
Scissors 
Sewing machine 

Needle, candle or lighter 

Embroidery floss/ felt circle 2.5 inches 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 Instructions: skirt 

1) I used a skirt of Malia’s that was too small for 

her.  I sewed the skirt together at the bottom to 

create. 

2) Take the1/3 yd printed fabric and cut it in half 

so you have two pieces 12x18 inches. Fold 

these pieces in ½. Now you have 2 6x18 inch 

pieces.  Sew around the new pieces on all the 

open sides. Now do a running stitch at the top 

to create the pleats. Do this to both pieces. 

3) Now sew those pieces onto the skirt. 

4) Now fold the lace in half and sew above the 

ruffle on the front. 

5) Using glue gun glue on the prima trim on front 

and back. 

 

Butterfly: 

Use plain fabric I used liner fabric iron on the 

fusible webbing. I just wanted to have the print 

to create my own appliqué. 

Use you Imagine with the Imagine More cart. 

Find the butterfly and using layers print and cut 

on the fabric at 3 inches. Let your piece dry 

than coat with a fabric protector I used poly 

acrylic clear coat. Iron on and decorate I added 

the glass beads, stickles and Swarovski crystals. 

 

Flower: 

Use your Cricut and a new mat very sticky so 

the satin fabric will stick. Use the auto fill 

feature and the accent essentials cartridge on 

2.5 inches. The circles will pull but it does not 

matter because you will be burning the edges 

to form the petals. Start forming the flower by 

adding the petals around the felt circle with the 

hot glue. Start with the outside and work your 

way in to the middle. Add the prima flower on 

top. 

 

Add a strap and you are done. 
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